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Summary: first joint meeting of
the steering and advisory groups

Context
On the 15th of September 2022, the first joint meeting of the steering and advisory groups
of the Action Coalition for Meaningful transparency took place. The discussion took place
under ‘Chatham House rules’, and this document has been created to express the themes
of the discussion while protecting the privacy of the individuals involved.

Summary
After a welcome from GNI, Brainbox offered a summary of the ACT’s efforts so far and its
future work plan, encouraging participants to express interest via email if they were
interested in reading and giving feedback on any recent or upcoming outputs. Brainbox
suggested that a Google group be created to help the group communicate and share
relevant work and there were no objections, though some participants expressed that
their organisation-managed devices may prevent them from fully engaging with the
Google group.

Following this, members introduced themselves and were encouraged to speak briefly on
trends they found either promising or concerning with regards to digital transparency.
Individual remarks are not recorded here, but the main themes of the discussion were as
follows:

● Participants consistently cited the increased sophistication and prominence of
discussions and efforts around transparency as a positive trend, and noted that
there has been an increase in public and private cooperation on transparency
issues in addition to big-ticket legislative projects like the Digital Services Act.

● However, there were concerns that parallel efforts to promote transparency could
end up fragmenting the landscape between different jurisdictions, and that
despite the increasing sophistication of the conversation around transparency,
there was still often no readily agreed-on taxonomy of key terms leading some
parties to “talk past” each other.

● There was also broad concern that there are very limited opportunities for voices
from less-wealthy global majority countries to contribute to discussions around
transparency, and agreement that this needed to be addressed to ensure these
nations weren’t left out of both the conversations and the frameworks they will
shape. Inequalities of resourcing, representation, data access, and investment were
all acknowledged as barriers that need to be addressed.

● “User-centric” transparency was also cited by some participants as a positive trend,
though some participants were concerned that the prevailing legislative approach
to transparency was not user-focused enough.

● While there was wide consensus that transparency could be leveraged to create
better policy in future, there were also concerns that some transparency regimes
could be leveraged by states in a coercive manner.
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● A number of participants also agreed that clarifying what makes transparency
“meaningful” would be a worthwhile exercise and help to focus both the group’s
efforts and (potentially) those of legislators.

Following this round of introductions, there was a brief discussion of next steps. Many
participants agreed that a calendar of relevant events would be helpful, and several
expressed interest in an output that could define “pillars” of meaningful transparency for
people to organise around. Relevant events suggested included UNESCO’s February 2023
conference (itself a preparatory event for the UN’s 2024 “summit for the future”),
RightsCon (noting that panel submissions are taking place in January 2023), TrustCon,
and the 2022 IGF meeting.

Next steps
The steering group will continue to guide the ACT’s work plan and overall efforts, with the
advisory group being kept up to date with ongoing and upcoming work and offered
regular opportunities to express interest in offering feedback or assistance. No member of
either group is required to fully endorse any specific ACT output, nor will they be treated
as having done so in public communications.

Brainbox will create a Google group and use it to distribute a discussion paper on the
“pillars” of meaningful transparency to SG and AG members, as well as a provisional list of
relevant events where members may be able to meet. Discussion on possible next steps
and additional ACT outputs will continue via the Google group.

For more information contact
projectlead@brainbox.institute
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